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Abstract. The usage of gamification elements in learning contexts is
getting more and more attention, as it can help increase learners’ motivation. Nevertheless accessibility and inclusion are seldom considered
yet. In this paper an inclusive gamification concept for an eLearning
course is presented. The main target group are people with poor basic
education in hospitality industry. The developed gamification concept
has been tested in a first small pilot study.
Keywords: gamification · eLearning · inclusion.

The awareness of the importance of inclusion all over society has been increasing
over the last years. One big milestone on the way to inclusion is the UN convention on the rights of persons with disabilities. It includes the access to education,
no matter what the limitations of a person are. As the importance of eLearning
in educational contexts is increasing as well, accessibility and inclusion are requirements that need to be fulfilled here as well. Gamification elements are used
increasingly in learning environments to support learner motivation. There are
also already some ideas and research on designing for accessible gamification,
but not yet in combination with inclusive eLearning. This paper addresses this
research gap.
There is a lot of research on inclusion, eLearning and gamification, but not
on the combination of all three of them. Inclusive eLearning is a yet rarely
researched field with just a few authors publications [1, 2]. Publications on gamification and accessibility are also rare [3]. There are some, which combine those
two but rather with a focus on how to use gamification to spread accessibility [4]
than on how to make gamification accessible. There are also some publications
on how gamification can be used in socio-technical systems that realize different levels of accessibility, such as [5–7]. Yet, as argued, these approaches do not
consider the specific requirements of eLearning scenarios.
In cooperation with KOPF, HAND + FUSS and Arbeit und Leben BerlinBrandenburg (DGB/VHS), we designed and developed an eLearning course for
people with poor basic education. The course is technically based on the inclusive
eLearning platform LAYA [2]. As part of this research, we technically integrated
accessible gamification elements in this platform.
In the course a sequence of videos guides the learner and builds up a realistic
story setting in a hotel. Aim of the course is to improve the learners basic literacy focused on requirements of the hospitality industry. This is addressed by
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ten different exercises on IT-topics. These exercises are offered on three different
levels of difficulty targeting different levels of reading, writing and media literacy skills. To increase the motivation during this learning process gamification
elements are included. The gamification concept for this course [8] embeds the
learning into a story with characters and tasks and makes the learner the protagonist. Good performance and challenging exercises are rewarded with trophies
and badges, which the learner collects throughout the whole course.

Fig. 1. In-between-page

Following the collection pattern learners collect badges for each solved exercise. The colour of the badges depends on the level of difficulty: bronze for easy,
silver for medium and gold for difficult. Related to the exercise content each
exercise has an own pictogram shown on its badges. In Fig. 1 for instance the
learner receives a bronze badge for the phishing mail exercise. It is accompanied
by the sentence “You have solved the exercise phishing mail correctly”. Like the
badge colour itself, the text depends on the level of difficulty.
Besides badges learners can collect trophies. The upper part of Fig. 1 shows
a trophy with the above text “Wow, you have already solved three exercises
without mistakes!”. Trophies are not dependent of single exercises but of solving exercises on the first try. There are three different trophies for one (“PCKnowledgeable”), two (“Power-User”) or three (“PC-Professional”) solved exercises without mistakes, with additional complimenting text. The laptop pictogram in the trophy, as well as the names of the trophies, is connected to the
content of the course as a whole. The trophies themselves are a motivational
prize for good performance. Suitable pictograms have been chosen for badges
and trophies. To prevent an interruption of the learning process, the text is in
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easy language and also available as audio. A major requirement was to not create barriers by the in-between-page. Therefore trophies and badges follow the
WAI-ARIA recommendations for informative graphics.
Another gamification element, that has been used in this course are recommendations to change the difficulty level of the exercises. These recommendations
appear at the bottom of the in-between -page, if the learner solved two exercises
without mistakes or was not able to solve two exercises in a row. He is then asked
if he wants to increase or decrease the difficulty of the exercises. As illustrated
in Fig. 1 the learner has the choice to follow the recommendation or not (and
continue on the level that was set before).
After finishing the whole course the learner is presented the completion-page,
where all the collected badges and the best received trophy are shown. Beneath
each badge the name of the exercise is written, to simplify the relation between
badge and exercise for the user. Furthermore, the learner gets congratulations for
finishing the course and is additionally complimented for the number of exercises
he performed without mistakes. If he did so for more than half the exercises, this
is emphasized as well. This design follows the gamification principle“Designing
for the Novice, Considering the Elder”[9]. At the bottom of this page is a button
for restarting the course, in case learners want to repeat the course to collect
badges on a higher difficulty level.
A small pilot study was conducted with nine participants, of whom five had
poor basic education and four had no impairments. The focus on participants
with poor basic education was chosen, as this is the main target group of the
eVideo course. The other four participants were experts on technical development and design and therefore included in this first pilot. All participants were
observed as they were using the course for at least 50 minutes. At the end of
this practical sequence the completion-page was opened, although it was not
possible to go through the whole course in 50 minutes. But as the gamification
concept should be evaluated, users needed to see this page as well. Afterwards,
problem centred guided interviews were conducted to enquire the participants
opinions on the course. They were asked about their usage of digital media and
if they already had any experiences with eLearning or gamification. Most of the
participants already knew gamification elements from games or learning games.
Furthermore, the participants were asked about the different gamification elements in this course and what they liked or disliked about these. Except for
one participant with no computer experience, who did not take notice of the
trophies and badges during the course, all study participants liked these gamification elements and also the differentiation on difficulty. The recommendations
on changing the difficulty were also perceived quite positively. Some users said
that the question if they wanted to increase the difficulty made them feel confident. We also asked the participants if they would have liked a form of a social
competition in the course - e.g. with high scores. Here the opinions varied. Some
participants loved this idea and said they would have been even more motivated,
while others stated that they were learning for their own progress and thus would
not want to be part of a competition.
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The results of the lessons learned during system development and of the
small-scale pilot evaluation can be summarized as follows:
1. The adaptation of the included gamification elements and mechanisms has
not been perceived as a barrier. It has either been perceived as motivating
or was ignored.
2. The offer to adapt the difficulty level, based on an automatic assessment of
the learners performance, can be meaningful, motivating and effective in an
inclusive eLearning system.
3. As impairments often come along with poor media skills, precognition of
gamification principles cannot be assumed.
4. Independent of impairments or previous knowledge, gamification in form of
social competition might be motivational, but should be optional.
Further studies with a more heterogeneous user bases are necessary to make
sure that the course is as accessible and inclusive as possible. A question for
further research could be if the positive perception of the tested gamification
patterns differs for people with other impairments and needs. And if it does, what
adaptations are necessary to make the gamification elements more inclusive?
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